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Abstract 
Leclerc, B., Lattice valuations, medians and majorities, Discrete Mathematics 111 (1993) 3455356. 
Medians in a finite semilattice endowed with a metric of a classical type are considered. First, upper 
valuations and their associated metrics are characterized by the fact that the majority rule provides 
a lower bound for the medians. The set of all the medians is more precisely described in the case of 
a lower-distributive semilattice endowed with a generalized valuation. 
Rtsumh 
Leclerc, B., Lattice valuations, medians and majorities, Discrete Mathematics 111 (1993) 345-356. 
On etudie les medianes dans un demi-treillis fini muni dune distance dun type classique. On 
caracti’rise d’abord les valuations superieures, et leurs mttriques associees, par le fait que la regle 
majoritaire fournit une borne inferieure pour les medianes. On decrit plus prkisement l’ensemble 
des medianes dans le cas dun demi-treillis inferieurement distributif muni d’une valuation 
generahste. 
1. Introduction 
Given a metric space (X, d) and a p-tuple (profile) TC = (x1, . , xp) of elements of X, 
a median is here any element m of X minimizing the remoteness r(m) = Cid(m, Xi). Such 
medians are considered in many domains of application (see [ 1 l]), where the metrics 
considered are often of the same general type: a valued or unvalued graph G is given 
and the metric is the geodesic (the minimum path length) one on G. The graph may be 
so large that the remoteness of all its vertices cannot be computed in a reasonable time 
by minimum-length path algorithms; then the research of medians involves the study 
of their properties, a difficult problem in the general case [12,21]. For example, many 
metrics on the set of all the partitions of a finite set X, proposed in the literature, are 
associated with a graph of elementary transforms on partitions, but we know of no 
untrivial metric on partitions for which the problem of the research of medians is easy. 
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In some special good cases where G is a valued or unvalued median graph, the 
medians are strongly related with a classical aggregation method called the 
Condorcet, or majority rule: unvalued median graphs [S]; valued or unvalued trees 
[14, 20, 221; undirected, valued according to u, covering graphs of finite distributive 
lattices endowed with a valuation u ([7, 171; see the definitions in Sections 2 
and 5). 
In this paper, lattice theory considerations allow us to generalize these results in 
two directions. In Sections 4 and 5, we show that the majority rule provides a lower 
bound for the medians if and only if u is an upper valuation on a join semilattice L. In 
Section 6, we generalize the Barbut and Monjardet results to the so-called lower- 
distributive semilattices. These semilattices include the median ones and their cover- 
ing graphs include median graphs. So, medians in valued trees are a special case 
of our Theorem 6.3, which is also related to some results of Bandelt in his studies on 
‘median networks’. Some definitions and preliminary results are given in Sections 2 
and 3. 
2. Lattices and valuations 
A join semilattice is a partially ordered set L such that any pair x,y of elements of 
L admits a least upper bound (lub) denoted x V y, the join of x and y. In a finite join 
semilattice, any subset Y of L has also an lub denoted V Y (as is usually done, we 
denote by 1 the maximum element VL of L). These notions dualize in the case of 
a meet semilattice; L is a lattice if it is both a join and a meet semilattice. In a finite join 
semilattice, whenever Y has a lower bound, it has also a glb AY, so, a finite join 
semilattice with a minimum element, denoted 0, is a lattice and, in this case, we adopt 
the usual convention VS=O. General information on lattices will be found in the 
book of Birkhoff [13]. In Sections 2-4, L is assumed to be a finite join semilattice, 
possibly a lattice. 
The covering relation 4 associated with L is defined as usual: for any x, y, ZEL, 
x < y if and only if x<y and x<z<y imply x=z. 
The undirected covering graph G(L) is the undirected graph corresponding to this 
(directed) covering relation: the vertex set of G(L) is L and an unordered pair xy of 
elements of L is an element of the edge set E(L) of G(L) if and only if x<y or y<x. 
An element je L is said to be join-irreducible if and only if Y c L and V Y = j implies 
Jo Y. If L is a join semilattice, but not a lattice, j is join-irreducible if either it covers 
a unique element of L, denoted by p(j) (the predecessor of j), or it is minimal. When 
L is a lattice, or a meet semilattice, it follows from the convention VS=O that the 
0 element is not join-irreducible: any join-irreducible j covers a unique element, 
denoted as j*. Let J be the set of the join-irreducibles of L and, for XE L, J(x) = { jeJ: 
j < x}. Then, in all cases, x = //J(X) is a canonical expression of x as the join of a subset 
of J. 
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These notions dualize to meet-irreducible elements. Let K be the set of all the 
meet-irreducible elements of L and, for any XEL, set K(x) = {kgK: x <k). Then 
x = AK(x) is a canonical expression of x as the meet of a subset of K. 
Assume a real positive length function 1: E(L)+R is given. A geodesic metric d on 
L is naturally induced by 1 as the minimum-path-length metric on G(L): for any 
x, YEL, d(x,y) is the minimum sum of the lengths of the edges of a path of G(L) 
between x and y. The computation of d(x, y) involves the determination of a geodesic 
(minimum length) path between x and y and may be difficult when IL/ is a large 
number. A good case is when the length function is derived from an upper valuation. 
Consider first a real, strictly isotone, function u on L: 
x < y implies V(X) < u(y). (1) 
Then a metric d, is associated as above to the length 1 defined, for all GLEE, by 
l(xy)= Iv(x)-u(y)l; one has d,(x, y)=o(x)-u(y) whenever x>y. 
Definition. Let L be a join semilattice. A strictly isotone real function u on L is an 
upper valuation if and only if it satisfies the following property whenever x A y exists: 
u(X~y)+u(x~y)~u(x)+u(y). (2) 
If (and only if) u is an upper valuation, then d,(x,y) is given, for all x, YEL, by 
formula (3). General information on such metrics in lattices and ordered sets may be 
found in a survey paper of Monjardet [18] : 
d,(x,y)=2u(x Vy)-u(x)-u(y). (3) 
Any finite join semilattice admits the following upper valuation K defined by 
K(X)= I K \K(x)l. Let x, yeL such that x A y exists: the well-known properties 
K (x V y) = K(x) n K(y) and K (x A y) 2 K(x) u K (y) imply the equalities 
~(xVY)+~(XAY)=~/~I-(~~(~VY)I+I~(XAY)I) 
~~I~I-(I~(~~~(Y)I+I~(~)~~(Y)I) 
=2lKI-(IK(~)I+IK(Y)I)=W+~Y). 
We conclude this section with a preliminary result. Let u be a real function on L and 
z be an element of L; for all XEL, set a,(x)=u(x V z)-u(x). 
Proposition 2.1. u is an upper valuation ifand only $ for any ZEL, a, is a non-negative 
antitone function on L such that a,(x) = 0 is equivalent to z < x. 
Proof. Assume u is an upper valuation; then, by the strict isotony of u, a,(x) cannot be 
negative and is equal to 0 only in the case where x V z = x, that is, z < x. Let X, YEL 
such that x < y; one has also x < x V z; so, y A (x V z) exists and x < y A (x V z), while 
y V z =y V (x V z). This, together with (2), leads to the following inequalities: 
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Conversely, if az is always nonnegative and n,(x)=0 only if z bx, then u is strictly 
isotone; property (2) is just another statement of aJx)da,(x A y). 0 
Assume that u is an upper valuation. Let x, y and z be three elements of L such that 
we have to compare &(x, y) and d,(x V z, y). From (3), we obtain d,(x V z,y)= 
2u(xVyVz)-u(xVz)-u(y)=2u(xVy)+2a,(xVy)-z2,(x)-a,(x)-~((y).Itfollows that 
d”(X Vz, y)-d”(X, y)= 2&(X v Y)-&(X). (4) 
3. Expressions for the majority rule 
Given an integer p, let rc=(xr, ..,xp) be a p-tuple of elements of L (a p-p~ojile, or 
simply a profile of L) and P = ( I, . . , p 3 the corresponding set of indices. For Z~E: Lp, and 
1 dqdp,set C,(n)={ jeJ: l{i~P: j<xi)J>q}. For q=rp/21 *, theleast integerstrictly 
superior to p/2, set C,(Z)= C(n) and, for even p and q =p/2, set &(rc)=B(rc). An 
element of C(n) will be said to be majority join-irreducible. 
We then define the aggregation functions cq, corresponding to the so-called q-quota 
rules, by c~(x)= VC,(~). Especially, we set c(n) = //C(Z) and, for even p, b(a)= VB(~). 
The aggregation function c constitutes a lattice formalization of Condorcet’s majority 
rule. Note that, if L is not a lattice, VS is not defined and, so, it cannot be sure that 
cq(rr) is defined for a given profile rc, except for q= 1, since cl(n)= Vr <i<pxi. 
When L is a lattice, ~~(71) is equivalently given by a lattice polynomial formula [lS], 
making it clear that it is the lub of all the elements of L which are lower bounds of q, or 
more, of the xi’s: for every XEL~‘,C,(TC)= V (/l\ie~xi: Q E P, IQl>/ql. Indeed, when, for 
a given profile 71, the above polynomial exists in the semilattice L, it is again equal to 
Q(R), as defined previously. But the two definitions are not always equivalent. An 
example is given by the 3-profile 71 =(x, y,z) of Fig. 1, where the lattice polynomial 
(x A y) V(x A z) V(y A z) is not defined since x A z does not exist. However, 
J={x,z,j,j’), C(n)={ j,j’}, and c(rt)=y. 
Dually, we set, for nczLP and l<qdp, Cb(n)=(k~K: l{i~P: kSxi}\>q}, with 
c;(7t)=c’(7~) for q=rp/21 * and, for even p and q =p/2, C;(n)= B’(z). It may be 
observed that jECq(rr) and kECb-4+1(n) imply there exists i such that j<xi<k and, 
so, whenever C4(rr) is not empty, cfr--qt I(E)= AC;-,+1(n) exists and satisfies 
1 
X A Y 2 i .I 1 
Fig. 1 
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~~(rr)<ccb-~+i(rc). Especially, C(rr)#@ (B(rr)#O) implies that b’(n)= A\B’(rr) (c’(rc)= 
//C’(X)) exists and satisfies c(n) 6 b’(rc) (b(n) d c’(rc)). 
4. Upper valuation and medians 
Let L be a finite join semilattice and let v be a strictly isotone real function on L. 
A remotenessfunction rlr (or simply r) is associated with any profile x = (xi, . , xp) of L. 
r is defined, for every XEL, by T(X) =& <i<pdu(x, xi). 
Definitions. A n-median (or simply a median) is an element m of L such that r(m)= 
min{r(x): XEL). The set of all the medians will be denoted by M(X), or simply by M. 
Proposition 4.1. Let L be ahnite join semilattice endowed with an upper valuation v and 
rt be a profile of L. For all XEL and jGJ(L) such that j+x and jEC(n) (jEB(n)), the 
inequality r(x V j) < r(x) (r(x V j) < r(x)) holds. 
Proof. The result is a consequence of Proposition 2.1 and equality (4). Set y = x V j; 
using (4) in order to compare r(x) with r(y), one obtains r(y)-r(x)=2CIGiG, 
aj(x V xi)-paj(x). If j is majority join-irreducible, there are more than p/2 indices 
i such that j < xi, that is, aj(x V xi) = 0. So, in the expression for r(y) - r(x), there are at 
most p - 1 positive terms, all dominated by aj(x) (by the antitony of aj); since j $ x and, 
so, aj(x) # 0, the quantity r(y) - r(x) is strictly negative. The same argument may be 
used for the second part of the statement, but with possibly p positive terms. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let 7-t be a profile of a finite join semilattice endowed with an upper 
valuation. If C(n) is not empty, then C(X) is a lower bound of the set M(z). If p is even and 
B(X) is not empty, there is at least one median m such that b(z)<m. 
Proof, Let x be an element of L such that C(X) 6 x. Then there exists a join-irreducible 
element j in C(Z) such that j+x and, by Proposition 4.1, x cannot be a median. The 
inequality C(X) dm now follows. 
For the second part, assume that mo is a median such that b(z) $ mo. One may find 
job such that j$mo. Set ml =mo Vj. Then, since mo is a median and r(m,)<r(mo), 
the equality r(ml)=r(mo) holds and ml is also a median. This procedure may be 
repeated until a median m such that c,/2(7c)<m is found. Cl 
The first part of Corollary 4.2 has a converse, which assembles with Proposition 4.2 
into a median characterization of upper valuations on join semilattices (Theorem 4.4). 
Proposition 4.3. Let L be a finite join semilattice and v be a strictly isotone realfunction 
on L. If v is not an upper valuation, there exists an integer p such that C(Z) $ m for some 
p-profile 7c=(xl,x2, . . . . x,) such that C(z) is not empty and for some z-median m. 
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Proof. If u is not an upper valuation, one may find two elements x and y of L such that 
xAy exists and u(xVy)+u(xAy)>v(x)+v(y). Set J.=~(xVy)+u(xAy)-u(x)- 
u(y) and p=2k+l and choose x as x1,x2 ,..., Xk, y as Xk+l,Xk+2 ,..., X2k, and xVy 
as xp. Then c(n)=xVy; r(xAy)=~(xVy)-~(xAy)+k(u(x)+~(y)-22~(xAy)) 
and r(xVy)=k(2v(xVy)-v(x)-o(y)). For large enough k,r(xVy)-r(xAy)= 
2kJ. - (u(x V y) - u(x A y)) is a positive number. This implies that x V y is not a median, 
and, since r(x’)>r(x V y) for x’>x V y, that no median can be superior to 
c(rc)=xVy. 0 
Theorem 4.4. A strictly isotone real function u on aJinite join semilattice L is an upper 
valuation if and only if, for any projile IZ such that C(z) is not empty and for any 
z-median m with regard to the metric d,, the inequality c(z)< m holds. 
For small p, the inequality c(rc) < m may hold for all p-profiles, even if u is not an 
upper valuation. The reader may verify this is the case for all the 3-profiles of the 
quadrilateron lattice of Fig. 2, with u(t)=O, u(x)=u(y)= 1, and u(z)=2.1. 
A partially ordered set L is graded if there exists a graduation g on L such that x< y 
implies g(y)=g(x)+ 1. Assume that L is a graded join semilattice, and consider the 
lattice metric 8 =d, [the geodesic metric in the unvalued graph G(L)] and the medians 
with regard to metric a. Recall that L is said to be upper semimodular if and only if it 
satisfies the following condition (which implies that L is graded): For every x, YEL 
such that x A y exists, 
xAy4x and xAy<y imply x<xVy and y<xVy. (5) 
Then the following three conditions are equivalent for a graded join semilattice L: 
L is upper semimodular. (6) 
g is an upper valuation. (7) 
For any profile 7~ such that C(n) is not empty and for any n-median p 
(with regard to the metric a), the inequality c(n)<p holds. (8) 
The equivalence of (6) and (7) ([16]; see also [lS]) extends to graded posets; the 
equivalence of (6) and (8) is a consequence of Theorem 4.4. A direct proof of the 
equivalence of (6) and (8) in the case of lattices is given in [ 151, where it is shown that, if 
the lattice L is not semimodular, one may find a 3-profile E and a rc-median p for 
which the inequality c(z)<p does not hold. 
z 
X 0 Y t 
Fig. 2. 
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5. Lower valuations and valuations 
The previous results dualize into a median characterization of lower valuations on 
meet semilattices. A strictly isotone real function u on a finite meet semilattice L is 
a lower valuation if and only if it satisfies the following property, whenever x V y exists: 
u(XVy)+u(xAy)~u(x)+u(y). 
Then d,(x, y) is given, for all x, yeL, by the following formula: 
(2’) 
d”(x,y)=u(x)+v(y)-2u(xAy). (3’) 
It follows from the well-known properties J(x A y)=J(x)nJ(y) and J(x V y)z 
J(x)uJ(y) that any finite meet semilattice admits the lower valuation cp, defined by 
q(x) = lJ(x)l. The corresponding metric dV will be denoted as 6. 
A strictly isotone real function u on a finite lattice L is a valuation if and only if it 
satisfies both properties (2) and (2’). In order to admit valuations, L must be a modular 
lattice, which means, among many possible definitions, that L satisfies both condition 
(5) above and its dual. Then, if u is a valuation, d,(x, y) is given, for all x, YEL, by 
formula (3) or (3’), or by the following formula: 
d,(x,y)=u(xVy)-u(xAy). (3”) 
Theorem 5.1. A strictly isotone real function u on a finite meet semilattice L is a lower 
uuluution if and only if for any profile II such that C’(z) is not empty and for any 
n-median m with regard to the metric d,, the inequality m<c’(z) holds. 
Theorem 5.2. A strictly isotone real function v on a finite lattice L is a valuation if and 
only if; for any projile rt and for any z-median m with regard to the metric d,, the 
inequalities C(X) <m d c’(n) hold. 
So, the following three conditions are equivalent for a meet semilattice L, 
graded by g: 
L is lower semimodular. (6’) 
g is a lower valuation. (7’) 
For any profile 71 such that C’(n) is not empty and for any n-median ,U 
(with regard to the metric a), the inequality p<c’(n) holds. (8’) 
Similarly, the following three conditions are equivalent for a lattice L, graded by g: 
L is modular. (6”) 
g is a valuation. (7”) 
For any profile 7~ and for any n-median p (with regard to the 
metric a), the inequalities c(z)<~<c’(x) hold. (8”) 
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6. The case of weight valuations 
In this section, L is now assumed to be a meet semilattice. A real function v on L is 
said to be a weight oaluation if there exists a real strictly positive mapping w defined on 
J such that, for any XEL, v(x)=Cj.J(X)w( j). 
Lemma 6.1. A weight valuation v on a meet semillattice is a lower valuation. The 
distance d, is given, for all x,y~L, by d”(x, y)=Cj.Jcx,aJcy,w( j). 
Proof. Here A is the symmetric difference on subsets: A A B= (Au B)\(An B). The 
properties J(xAy)=J(x)nJ(y) and J(xVy) zJ(x)uJ(y) imply that a weight valu- 
ation satisfies inequality (2’). The expression for d, is derived from formula (3’). 0 
So, Theorem 5.1 applies to weight valuations. Indeed, setting w(j) uniformly equal 
to 1, we find again the lower valuation cp defined in Section 5, and the metric 6 as d,. 
Let 71=(x1, . . . . xP) be a profile of elements of L; for jEJ, set z(j)=l{iE{l,...,P): 
j< xi> 1. According to Lemma 6.1, the remoteness function associated with a weight 
valuation is given, for all XEL, by 
r(x)= jEI$x,(P-4j)Mj)+ & I,74W(j). 
jE( x 
(9) 
Note that the extension to the case of noninteger weights on the xi’s and, so, to 
noninteger n(j) is straightforward. 
Definition. The meet semilattice L is said to be lower-distributive if, for any XEL, (x] is 
a distributive lattice. 
A characteristic property of such a semilattice is, for all jEJ, X E L, j < VX implies 
there exists XEX such that j<x (see, for instance, [19]). This implies that if x,y and 
z are three elements of L such that x = y V z, then J(x) = J(y) u J(z) (the property is true 
in the distributive lattice (xl). Conversely, if J(x) strictly includes J(y)uJ(z), then L is 
not lower-distributive: in the above characteristic property, take J(y)uJ(z) as X and 
jeJ(x)\(J(Y)uJ(z)). 
In other terms, L is lower-distributive if and only if its mapping x~J(x) into 
the boolean lattice p(J) is a meet homomorphism and preserves all the joins 
existing in L. 
Lemma 6.2. Let v be a real function on a lower-distributive semilattice. The following 
two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Up to an additive constant, v is a weight valuation. 
(ii) v is strictly isotone and, for all x, YEL such that x V y exists, the following equality 
holds: 
v(xVy)+v(x A y)=v(x)+v(y). (2”) 
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Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is a consequence of J(x V y) =J(x)uJ(y). For the 
converse, we show that if (ii) is true, then v’ defined by v’(x)=v(x)-v(0) is a weight 
valuation; v’ satisfies again condition (ii). Since J(0) =o and v’(0) =O, the result is 
true for x=0. For an element x of L, assume that the result is true for all YEL, y<x. 
If there are y, z such that x = y V z, then J(x) = J(y) u J(z) and, according to (2”), 
v(x)=v(y)+v(z)-v(yAz) 
=C.WW w(j)+CjeJ(z)w(j)-CjoJ(y)nJ(r~W(j)=Cj.J(x)w( j). 
If not, x is join-irreducible and J(x)=J(x*)u {x}; the result is again true for x by 
setting w(x) = v(x) - v(x*). The strict isotony of v implies that w is strictly positive. 0 
Since d, is not affected by the addition to v of a constant, we can assume v(0) = 0 
without loss of generality. So, in the case of a lower-distributive semilattice, weight 
valuations constitute an extension of the valuations defined in the previous section. 
Lemma 6.1 generalizes an already known property of valuations on finite distributive 
lattices [S, Chapter IV]. 
Theorem 6.3. Let L be a finite lower-distributive semilattice and zeLp such that 
c(n)= V C(n) exists, and let v be a weight valuation on L. Then, if p is an odd number, 
C(X) is the unique median. If p is even, the set M(z) of all the n-medians is given by 
M(z) = { VA: C(z) G A c B(z) and VA exists}. 
Proof. In order to minimize T(X), the best is, according to formula (9), to get j~J(x) 
whenever j is majoritary (n(j) > p - z(j)), and j$J(x) whenever rc( j) <p - n(j). This is 
possible when VC(Z) exists, since j< VC(n) implies that there exists j’EC(n) such 
that j<j’ and, so, that jEC(rc); on the other hand, for jEB(x)\C(x) such that xVj 
exists, one has rr( j) = p - z( j) and, so Y(X) = Y(X V j). The result follows. 0 
In Theorem 6.3, medians do not depend on the particular valuation considered. 
This theorem extends several previously known oties: in the case where v is a valu- 
ation on a distributive lattice L, Barbut [7] has shown C(Z) to be the unique median, 
for odd p; for even p, M(n) is the interval [c(rc), b(z)] ([17]; since, in this case, 
b(r)=c’(z), Theorem 5.2 is another generalization of this result). 
Recall that a median semilattice is a lower-distributive semilattice L such that, for all 
X, y,z~L, x V y V z exists as soon as x V y, x V z and y V z all exist. Then C(X) 
exists for any profile n. Among several important results, Bandelt and Barthtlemy [S] 
have shown Theorem 6.3 in the case v = g (a graduation on L) or, equivalently, d, = d 
(the lattice metric). Since the trees and, generally, the so-called median graphs are the 
undirected covering graphs of median semilattices [l, 21, Theorem 6.3 involves also 
the well-known results on medians of trees referred to in the introduction. 
The restriction of Theorem 6.3 to median semilattices endowed with weight valu- 
ations is close to some results of Bandelt in two papers about networks [3,4]. 
A network is median if its underlying graph is a median graph and if the length 
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function 1 on its edges is such that, for any 4-cycle xyzt, the equalities I(xy)=l(zt) 
and l(xt)= I(yz) hold. It is not difficult to see that this rectangle condition 
is a characteristic property of the edge lengths associated with a weight valuation 
on a median semilattice. Among other results, Bandelt shows in the second, 
undated, paper the ‘Weber vertices’ (our medians) to be the same as those of the 
unvalued underlying graph. The approach and the proofs are very different from 
ours. 
As a general class of examples different from trees, consider a graph G = (V, E) and 
a weighting function w on I’. It is not difficult to verify that the set L of all the cliques 
of G, ordered by inclusion, is a median semilattice, with set intersection and union as 
meet and join; the set J may be identified with I’. For any clique X, set u(x) =Cjexw( j); 
such a function v is a weight valuation on L and the associated metric is given by the 
formula of Lemma 6.2. Since L is a median semilattice, C(X) exists for all profiles rc of 
cliques, and the medians are given by Theorem 6.3. This has interesting applications in 
the domain of the aggregation of hierarchical trees (see [lo]). 
When L is lower-distributive, but not median, C(X) may not exist. Then the 
medians are no longer independent of the given particular weight valuation v. 
It may be seen that finding medians is equivalent to obtaining a maximally weighted 
subset A of C(X) such that A =J(x) for some XEL, the weight of jeC(rt) being now 
equal to p( j)w( j). 
The question arises of the characterization of the (undirected) covering graphs of 
lower-distributive semilattices. Bandelt has communicated us the following general- 
ization of a characterization of median graphs given in [6]: a graph G is the covering 
graph of a lower-distributive semilattice if and only if(i) G is connected and bipartite, 
(ii) G does not contain a k2,3 as an induced subgraph, (iii) there exists a vertex xo of 
G such that every interval Z(XO, x) is a modular graph. Here the interval Z(y,x) is the 
set of all vertices on shortest paths (with unweighted edges) between x and y; a graph is 
modular if 1(x, y) n Z(y, z) n I(z, x) is not empty for all three vertices x, y, z. A noticeable 
difference with the case of median graphs [l] is that the lower-distributivity 
property is not satisfied for any orientation of G. Figure 3 gives the two possible 
orientations (up to duality and order isomorphism) of the same graph as a semilattice 
diagram. The first one is a lower-distributive semilattice, the second a nondistributive 
lattice. 
Fig. 3. 
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7. Conclusion 
The general properties of the medians given in Sections 4 and 5 do not generally 
allow to obtain directly these medians (see the examples in [15]), but may be taken in 
account, for instance, in the construction of a heuristic procedure. These results are 
also of interest for the study of the properties of the median procedure as a consensus 
method. 
In the case of a lower-distributive semilattice and for an important class of 
distances, we are able to describe more precisely the set A4 of all the medians 
(Section 6). With a metric instead of an axiomatic point of view, we attain the same 
conclusion as Monjardet [19] and Barthelemy and Janowitz [9]. In two recent 
fundamental papers on the axiomatic theory of aggregation in semilattice structures, 
based on fairly different approaches, these authors emphasize the importance of the 
structure of a lower-distributive semilattice in this domain. 
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